ABSTRACT Summary: The software package DNAVis offers a fast, interactive and real-time visualization of DNA sequences and their comparative genome annotations. DNAVis implements advanced methods of information visualization such as linked views, perspective walls and semantic zooming, in addition to the display of heterologous data in dot plot-like matrix views. Availability: The software is freely available at www.win.tue.nl/dnavis; the source code is available upon request.
INTRODUCTION
The growing size of current sequence and annotation datasets requires appropriate and novel tools to explore and to retrieve biological insights from such data. Visual exploration that presents information interactively and in real-time is appealing to the intuition of a biologically skilled user and exploits the natural abilities to build mental maps of visually presented data. Previously defined features for the advanced visual exploration of comparative annotation include the ability to visualize and to move interactively between different scales (nucleotide to chromosome) as well as the ability to compare heterologous annotations (Peeters et al., 2004) . Appropriate visualization concepts to accomplish such features are semantic zooming (Perlin and Fox, 1993) , perspective walls (Mackinlay et al., 1991) , focus + context (Spence, 2000) and linked views (Furnas and Bederson, 1995) , all in combination with dot plot-like matrix views for comparisons of data types. Current genome viewers, such as the Generic Genome Browser (Stein et al., 2002) , the Artemis comparison tool (Carver et al., 2005) or the Microbial Genome Viewer (Kerkhoven et al., 2004) lack one or more of these advanced possibilities. We here present the software suite DNAVis that implements these advanced methods for the visualization of genome annotations.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
Continuous, real-time interaction with data is a key issue to be able to view and to investigate multiple genomic regions simultaneously with any annotation or user-defined measure of similarity. Equally essential is a high flexibility of scale: the ability to explore complete chromosomes with an arbitrary number of annotations from the lowest scale (individual nucleotide) to the whole genome. DNAVis implements several advanced methods for a fast, real-time interaction with genome sequences and annotations. This will help the exploration and comparison of annotated DNA sequences by biologically skilled users. Semantic zooming improves the display from the nucleotide scale to the whole genome level. Perspective walls provide context for the current area of interest and help to place any detailed analysis in the context of information from a substantially larger area. Linked views translate operations in one view to another view and facilitate co-inspection of areas. A dot plot-like view (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1995) , with all possibilities of the linear views in two dimensions, is chosen as method to display heterologous data simultaneously for easy comparisons of genomic regions and annotations.
IMPLEMENTATION
DNAVis is written in C++ and employs the OpenGL library for visualization. It runs on both Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems. To comfortably use the software, notably with larger datasets, a computer with at least 512 Mb memory and modern accelerated 3D graphics hardware is recommended. All sequence data should be in the FASTA file format and precomputed annotation data require files in the General Feature Format (GFF) as defined by the Sanger Centre. Two figures that present the look and feel of DNAVis are available from the Bioinformatics Online website. Supplementary material that is available for download on the DNAVis website (www.win.tue.nl/dnavis) offers a comprehensive software manual and various precomputed datasets to experience and to experiment with the DNAVis software package.
DNAVis presents two types of views, a bar view and a matrix view. The two views can be displayed simultaneously. Figure 2 (Supplementary material) illustrate how DNAVis allows easy analysis of heterologous annotation data by combining sequence similarity according to Blast (Altschul et al., 1990) or Vmatch (see Kurtz et al., 2001, www.vmatch.de) and data on gene expression. With proper scale settings, gene duplications between chromosomes (Bowers et al., 2003) or local co-expression domains (in this case, quadruplets; Ren et al., 2005) are easily discernible in the genome of A. thaliana. DNAVis demonstrates that an integrated display of multiple heterologous datasets is feasible and attractive in such a matrix.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
DNAVis uses advanced methods for visualization that depend on modern PC graphics hardware. The advanced technology results in smooth and real-time interaction with datasets as large as complete chromosomes or genomes, with large numbers of different types of annotations. The addition of a third dimension in the visualization would result in more possibilities to display data. This could be of use with yet larger or higher dimensional datasets. However, 3D visualizations inherently introduce occlusion and consequently require (interactive) definitions of appropriate view points. The associated problems with interpretation for a user add to the complexity of using 3D in genome visualization. In view of the way DNAVis manages to visualize large datasets without the drawbacks of 3D, it has been a deliberate choice not to implement any 3D visualization. Future improvements, depending on the availability of funding and manpower, will implement interactive database connections, add mouse-over information on similarity matches, the possibility to edit annotations in a view, more extensive search facilities and other suggestions made by users.
The future of the visualization of genome information is likely to focus on the display of comparative heterologous data for many more genomes. The ability to interactively and in real-time compute and visualize complex relationships between multiple annotations will be a major challenge for the future of genome visualization. This is likely to lead to new insights in genome structure and organization. The careful consideration and use of information visualization technology has resulted in an efficient and effective approach for modern genome exploration. In retrospect, it was surprising for the team involved how little of the standard approaches in advanced visualization science had yet found its place in genome visualization. This opens up future promises for the comparative display and exploration of genomes and their annotations with the help of visualization science.
